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York[own Heights. New York 10598 
The following three problems concerning random graphs can be solved in 
(log n)O”’ expected time using linearly many processors: (1) finding the 
lexicographically first maximal independent set, (2) coloring the vertices using a 
number of colors that is almost surely within twice the chromatic number, and 
(3) finding a Hamiltonian circuit. 1 1989 Academic Press. Inc 
1. OVERVIEW 
This work investigates the topic of average case analysis for parallel 
algorithms on random graphs. The goal is to devise algorithms that use 
(log n)O’l) expected time and linearly many processors, independent of the 
edge probability p (as far as possible). We concentrate on problems that 
are not known or not believed to be in NC; that is, it is not known how to 
achieve (log n ) O”) time using polynomially many processors on worst case 
inputs. 
The average case analysis of sequential algorithms has received much 
attention. (See Bollobas, 1985, and Karp et al., 1985 for extensive 
bibliographies.) The only works known to the authors on average case 
analysis of parallel algorithms are those of Frieze (1987), Reif and 
Spirakis (1982), and Shamir and Upfal (1982, 1984). 
Conventions 
The model of computation used is the CRCW PRAM. (See Cook, 1985, 
where this model is called the SIMDAG.) The random graph G,,, refers to 
a graph drawn from the sample space of all undirected graphs on n ver- 
tices, where each edge occurs independently with probability p, and p may 
depend on n. A property is said to hold almost sureI-Y if the probability that 
* A preliminary version of this paper appeared in the Proceedings of the “28th IEEE 
Annual Symposium on Foundations of Computer Science, 1987” pp. 26&269. 
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it holds goes to 1 as IZ goes to infinity. Natural logarithms are denoted by 
In X, and log, s by log X. 
Results 
(1) The lexicographically first maximal independent set of a random 
graph can be found in @log’ n) expected time, regardless of the value of 
p E [0, 11. Cook (1985) proved that this problem is complete for P, and 
hence not in NC unless P = NC. 
(2) The vertices of a random graph can be colored in expected time 
@log5 n), using a number of colors that is almost surely within a factor of 
2 + o( 1) of the chromatic number of the graph, regardless of the value of 
p E [IO, 11. (Shamir and Upfal’s algorithm (1984) runs in (log n)O”’ expec- 
ted time provided p = (log n)““‘/n.) Th is number of colors is competitive 
with that of all known polynomial time sequential algorithms, and those 
algorithms cannot be parallelized in any obvious way. This algorithm 
makes extensive use of the algorithm described in (1) above. 
(3) A Hamiltonian circuit in a random graph can be found almost 
surely in @log’ n) time, provided p > (c log n)/n for a constant c. (Unless 
p = Q((log n)/n), the graph is almost surely disconnected (Bollobas, 1985).) 
Angluin and Valiant (1979) showed how to do this sequentially, but again 
their algorithm cannot be parallelized in any obvious way. Frieze (1987) 
gives a parallel algorithm for p > 4; more about this later. 
2. FINDING GREEDY INDEPENDENT SETS IN RANDOM GRAPHS 
Given an undirected graph G whose vertices are numbered, the 
algorithm described below outputs the lexicographically first maximal 
independent set (hereafter called the “greedy independent set”). Consider 
edges of G as directed toward the higher numbered vertex. For an arbitrary 
set Z of vertices, define T(Z) = {.vl(:, X) is an edge, for some ; E Z}. 
ALGORITHM PARALLEL-GREEDY(G). 
begin 
until G has no vertices do 
begin 
let 2 be the set of vertices of indegree 0; 
GE+ GISv 2; 
remove Z v r(Z) from G 
end ; 
output GIS 
end. 
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The first lemma proves the correctness of this algorithm on arbitrary 
graphs. 
LEMMA 2.1. For any G, PARALLEL-GREEDY(G) outputs the 
lexicographically first maximal independent set. 
Proqf: Let S be the output of PARALLLEL-GREEDY on output G. 
Then S is 
1. independent. Suppose (u, u) is an edge with u < u. If u E Z in some 
iteration, then v has not yet had indegree 0, so u is removed from G in this 
iteration. 
2. maximal. A vertex is not removed from G unless it is in S u T(S). 
3. lexicographically first. Let L be the lexicographically first maximal 
independent set. Assume L # S, from which L-S # 4 follows by the 
maximality of L. Let v be the least numbered vertex in L - S. Since u $ S, 
u E T(Z) in some iteration. That is, (u, u) is an edge, u E S - L, and u < u, 
contradicting the definition of L. 1 
The remainder of this section deals with the analysis. It is 
straightforward to show that PARALLEL-GREEDY can be implemented 
using one processor per edge and 0( 1) time per iteration on arbitrary 
graphs G. It remains to show that when G = G,,, is random, the expected 
number of iterations is small. The intuition is that one expects a fixed frac- 
tion of the remaining vertices to be removed in each iteration. For example, 
at the extreme p = 0( l/n), it is straightforward to show that E( IZl) = Q(n) 
in the first iteration. At the other extreme p = sZ( 1 ), E( IZl) = O( 1) but 
~(I~(Z)l)=Q(n). 
The fallacy in this intuition is that the graph remaining after the first 
iteration is no larger random. The reason for this is that adjacencies 
between its vertices were examined in determining the indegree of each ver- 
tex in the first iteration. For example, let u be the least and v the second 
least numbered vertices remaining after the first iteration. Then if v was not 
adjacent from any vertex removed in the first iteration, it is adjacent from u 
with probability 1. 
To circumvent this problem, a modification of the algorithm is 
introduced only as a tool for the analysis. (The reason this modification is 
to be used only for the analysis is that it suffers from the disadvantage of 
requiring knowledge of the value of p.) 
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ALGORITHM MODIFIED-GREEDY(G). 
begin 
CIS-9; 
until G has no vertices do 
begin 
let G’ be the subgraph induced by the 
r I/p1 least numbered vertices of G; 
S-PARALLEL-GREEDY(G'); 
GIStGISvS; 
remove G’ u r(S) from G 
end ; 
output CIS 
end. 
Note that adjacencies among vertices remaining after any iteration have 
never been examined, so the induced subgraph is random. 
The first major subgoal is Lemma 2.3, which shows that the expected 
number of iterations used by MODIFIED-GREEDY is O(log n). Toward 
this goal, let Vi be the set of vertices remaining in G at the beginning of 
the ith iteration. Lemma 2.2 shows that 1 Vi1 is expected to decrease 
geometrically. 
LEMMA 2.2. For every i, E[ 1 Vi + ,I ] 6 0.54 I Vii. 
ProoJ: Let y = 1 - p and I = l-l/p]. Assume that 1 Vi/ > t, since 
otherwise I I’, + I I = 0. Let S; be the value assigned to S in the ith iteration, 
andp,=Pr(u$T(S,)IuEV,-{1,2 ,..., t}].Then 
~CI~,+,II=~I~,I-~~~idP,I~,I. 
The proof will be completed by showing that p, d 0.54. Let Zj be the set of 
vertices in { 1, 2, . . . . t 3 of indegree 0 at the beginning of the ith iteration. 
Note that Z, is a subset of Si. Then 
= n (pCjj$zzl +C/PrCjEZil) 
/=I 
= fi (l-qf-l+qi)= fi (l-pqj 1) 
j= 1 /=I 
< fI e-P4J-’ = exp 
( 
-p i (fl 
j= 1 j= I > 
=e -I+(Ibp)‘<,-I+<~- 60.54. 1 
LEMMA 2.3. The expected number of iterations used by MODIFIED- 
GREEDY on input G,,.p is at most 9 log n. 
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Proof For each i, Lemma 2.2 states that E[ 1 V,, , I] < 0.54 1 Vii. By 
Markov’s inequality (Billingsley, 1979), Pr[ 1 Vi+, I < 3 I V;l] 3 0.19. After at 
most log3;2fz 6 1.71 log n iterations each satisfying I V,, , I 6 3 I V,I, the 
algorithm terminates. The expected number of iterations until this occurs is 
at most (1.71 log n)/O.19 = 9 log 12. i 
The analysis will be completed by showing that a small number of 
iterations of the inner loop in PARALLEL-GREEDY almost surely 
eliminate all the vertices eliminated by one iteration of the loop in 
MODIFIED-GREEDY. For this, we must determine how many iterations 
PARALLEL-GREEDY uses on the sparse subgraph G’ = Gr,,‘p,,p. 
LEMMA 2.4. Let m <II, and let G’ he the acyclic directed graph obtained 
by orienting each edge of G,,. ,:,,, toward the higher numbered vertex. Then 
the probabilitjl that G’ has a directed path whose length exceeds 
4 log n/log log n is at most n ~3t”1”. Hence, with probability at most 
I1 p7+“‘1’, PARALLEL-GREEDY on input G’ requires more than 
4 log n/log log n iterations. 
Proof: Let k = 4 log n/log log n. Then the probability that G’ has a 
directed path of length k is at most 
= n(k/e) 4logn/logloglr = n(n 4)log(k/rl/loglogn 
=n(n ) 4 ,loglogn o(loglogn)‘/loglogrl = n 3 + o( I, . I 
THEOREM 2.5. The expected running time of PARALLEL-GREEDY on 
input G,,, is O(log’ n/log log n). 
Proof An iteration of MODIFIED-GREEDY will be called lengthy 
if, for the subgraph G’ that arises in that iteration, PARALLEL- 
GREEDY( G’) requires more than 4 log n/log log n iterations. Since there 
are at most n iterations, the probability that MODIFIED-GREEDY has a 
lengthy iteration is at most n ~’ + “’ I), by Lemma 2.4. In this event, the run- 
ning time is at most n. If, on the other hand, there is no lengthy iteration, 
then by Lemma 2.3 the expected number of iterations of PARALLEL- 
GREEDY is at most 36 log’n/log log n. Hence, the expected number of 
iterations of PARALLEL-GREEDY is at most 
36 log* n/log log n + n x n 2+‘J’I)= O(log’ n/log log n). 1 
We conjecture that the expected running time of PARALLEL-GREEDY 
is actually O(log n), but this requires a new approach to the analysis. 
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3. COLORING RANDOM GRAPHS 
The sequential greedy coloring algorithm successively removes greedy 
independent sets from a graph, making each such independent set a color 
class. Let q = 1 - p and Y,,p = n(ln l/q)/ln(l + np). It is well known 
(Bollobas, 1985) that this algorithm almost surely uses at most 
Yu,,,( 1 + o( 1)) colors to color G,,,,,. It is also known that the chromatic 
number of G,,, is almost surely Y’,,,,/2( 1 + o( 1)) (Bollobis, 1988). Using 
our algorithm of the last section, we can find each such greedy independent 
set in parallel, discovering one color class at a time; let us call this the 
PARALLEL GREEDY COLORING algorithm. This does not yield an 
efficient parallel coloring algorithm, because the running time grows with 
the number of color classes, which could be Q(n/log n) in dense random 
graphs. 
We now present an efficient parallel algorithm that almost surely uses 
Y,,,,(l + o( 1)) colors. The algorithm proceeds in stages, the ith of which is 
now described. 
STAGE ALGORITHM. Suppose n, vertices remain uncolored at the begin- 
ning of the stage (n,=n). Stage i uses three parameters Dj, T,, and Fi, 
whose values will be specified shortly. At any time, we have r’, “active” 
color classes to which we attempt to add vertices. An active class that 
acquires Di vertices is termed “full” and ceases to be active. At this point a 
fresh (empty) class is added to the set of active classes, so that exactly T, 
classes are active at a time. 
Vertices are added to active classes as follows. Stage i consists of n,/F, 
phases, each processing F, vertices. Each of the F, vertices processed in a 
phase checks whether there are edges joining it to at least one vertex in 
each active class; if so, it is “incompatible” with all active classes and has 
its coloring deferred to a future stage. A vertex compatible with one or 
more classes picks one of them at random. For this purpose, an active class 
containing d vertices is “padded” with D,- d “dummy vertices” that are 
adjacent to each of the F, vertices with probability p; the idea is to ensure 
that every active class has roughly the same number of vertices compatible 
with it, regardless of its actual size. The vertices that have chosen a class in 
this manner cannot all join the class as they may have adjacencies among 
themselves. We determine which vertices actually join classes using T, 
simultaneous PARALLEL-GREEDY independent set algorithms. Vertices 
rejected by any of these T, greedy independent set algorithms have their 
coloring deferred to a later stage. 
The stage ends when all ni vertices have been processed in niJFi such 
phases. The T, classes active at the end of a stage are closed before the next 
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stage begins, since some edge slots between their vertices and deferred 
vertices have been examined. Let 
D =ln(l +n,p) 2lnln(l +n,p) 
I 
Ml/q) - Ml/q) 
F,= n’ 2(1 +niP) 
ln2( 1 + zz,p)’ r’=ln’(l +n,p)’ 
LEMMA 3.1. The probability that more than 0.2ni vertices are deferred in 
stage i due to incompatibility with all active color classes is 0( l/n,). 
Proof: For each vertex u, let I, be an indicator that u is incompatible 
with all z, color classes. 
for the values of Di and zi that we have chosen. From this it follows that 
For u # u, the indicators I, and I,. are independent, so that 
Var = 1 Var(1,) 6 1 E[Zt] < e-~ ‘n,. 
C’ I( 
By Chebyshev’s inequality (Billingsley, 1979) 
LEMMA 3.2. The probability that more than 0.3n, vertices are deferred in 
stage i due to rejection from greed-v independent sets is 0(1/n;). 
Proof: For each pair (u, z)) of vertices, let G,, ~ be 1 if u and u choose the 
same class and are adjacent, and 0 otherwise: 
E 
I I 
c Gu.,. = c Pr[G,,,.= 1] 
u c II U<C 
=’ i, c PrCG,,, = 11 
I l<u<a<F, 
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As in Lemma 3.1, 
The number of vertices rejected from greedy independent set is at most 
Ix:,< c Gta.3 since every edge accounts for at most one such rejection. 
Chebyshev’s inequality again yields the result. i 
COROLLARY 3.3. The probability that more than OSn, vertices are 
deferred in stage i is 0( l/n,). 
Notice that the graph remaining after a stage can be viewed as random, 
because (1) edge-slots between vertices deferred due to incompatibility 
have not been inspected and (2) for vertices rejected by the greedy indepen- 
dent set algorithm, nothing would change if we had used the sequential 
greedy algorithm, which does not inspect edge-slots among rejected ver- 
tices. 
Stage i is said to succeed if ni+ I 6 n,/2. The difficulty with the STAGE 
algorithm is that its probability of failure rises as n, becomes small. To 
overcome this, we note that when n, is down to logn, we can afford to 
switch to the PARALLEL GREEDY COLORING algorithm. Indeed, the 
PARALLEL GREEDY COLORING algorithm is a special case of the 
STAGE algorithm with t( = 1, F,’ =nl, and 0: =ln(l +n,p)/ln( l/q). To 
summarize our parallel coloring algorithm : 
PARALLEL COLORING ALGORITHM. 
(1) If p < (log n)/n, skip to step (2); else, while nj > max{ log n, 
(e- 1)/p}, run the STAGE algorithm. 
(2) Run the PARALLEL GREEDY COLORING algorithm. 
The requirement that n, should exceed (e- 1 )/p for the STAGE 
algorithm is for technical reasons having to do with the analysis of the 
number of colors used. We can switch to the PARALLEL GREEDY 
COLORING algorithm when n, falls below this value because GccE _ , ),p), p 
is a sparse graph that can almost surely be colored using a constant 
number of colors. 
LEMMA 3.4. The probability that every stage of step (1) of the 
PARALLEL COLORING algorithm succeeds is 1 - 0( l/log n). 
Proof Let X, = 1 if, for some i, the first failure occurs in stage i with 
n, E (n/2k, n/2k-‘], and 0 otherwise. 
[ 
log?! ~ loglogn 
Pr[some stage fails] = Pr 1 x,>o 
k=l 1 
log” ~ loglogn 
’ ,c, 
Pr [X, > 01. 
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Let Ark be the event that stages 1,2, . . . . i - 1 succeed and ni E (n/zk, n/2k ~~ ‘1. 
For i#,j, note that A,, and Alk are mutually exclusive. Let B,, be the event 
that stage i fails, given that n,E (n/2k, n/2” ‘I. By Corollary 3.3, 
Pr[ Bik] = O(2k/n). Then 
log ,, loglog,z 
c Pr[X, > O] 
1-I 
< log’* r,log” 0 (;) c Pr[Ajk] = 0 (&--). 1 
k=l i2 0 
We now wish to bound the number of colors used. 
LEMMA 3.5. Jf’every stage of‘ the ,first srq qf‘ the PARALLEL COLOR- 
ING algorithm succeeds, the number of colors used by the PARALLEL 
COLORING cllgorithm is Y,,, ,,( 1 + o( 1 )). 
Proof If p < (log n)/n, then we run the PARALLEL GREEDY 
COLORING algorithm and use Y,J 1 + o( 1)) colors almost surely 
(Bollobas, 1985). Otherwise, let the number of vertices remaining when 
we proceed to the second step be n’. Now n’= o(n), for 
n’=maxflogn, (CT- 1)/p), and p > (log n)/n. Thus the number of colors 
used in the second step of the PARALLEL COLORING algorithm is 
Y 11’. p= 4 y’,,, ,I’). 
We now bound the number of colors used in the first step of the 
PARALLEL COLORING algorithm. Let L, be the number of colors used 
in stage i. At the end of stage i, at least L, - 7, color classes each contain at 
least Di vertices colored during stage i. Thus the total number of colors 
used before switching to the PARALLEL GREEDY COLORING 
algorithm is 
c L,d c p-;;+ ’ + 7,j 
ran r2O I 
IL 
(n,--n,+,)ln l/q 31 +n,p) = 
r30 ln(l +n,p)-2lnln(l +n,p)+ln2(1 +n,p) 1 
G On l/q) 
L ln(l:np)+,~, ln(1 :‘n,p) 
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The first term of this expansion is Y,,,; we will show the remaining terms 
to be o( Y,,,). In particular, we will show that 
c n, _ 1 n, 
j.,ln(l+n,~) i,,ln(l+ni~,~) =O (ln(1 :q)) 
over the range of p of interest to us. The proof that 
is similar and is omitted. 
We note that 
c( 
n, ni 
;>,, ln(l+4p)-ln(l +n, Ip) ) 
< ,+,,,p>l,+~p,.,,-I,+~p,ln(l~np) c 
+ c n,(ln(l +np)-ln(l +?Zip)) 
l+n,p>(l+np)/ln2(l+np, ln(1 +np)ln(l +n,p) 
+ c II j
I+n,p~,l+,,p):ln2,1+np,1n(1+n,p) 
-c ,>, Wkd’ 
The last term more than compensates for the first. Provided 1 + nip 2 e 
(a condition guaranteed by step (1) of our algorithm), n,/ln( 1 + n, p) is 
monotonic in n,. Thus, the remaining two terms are 
0 
( 
logln(1 +np)(n(2lnln(l +np))) 
ln(1 +np)(ln(l +np)-2lnln(l +np)) 1 
+O ( ln(1 +np)(l +np) pln’(1 +np)(ln(l +np)-2lnln(l +np)) ) =* n u l%log(l+v) 2 log(1 +np) )) . 
This proves the bound claimed above and thus the lemma. i 
THEOREM 3.6. The PARALLEL COLORING algorithm almost sure14 
colors G, p with ‘P”,,( 1 + o( I)) colors, in expected time *(log5 n/log log n), 
and one processor for eoerJ* edge in the graph. 
M3’Xl 3-h 
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Proof: The number of colors follows from Lemmata 3.4 and 3.5. The 
time bound follows from Theorem 2.5 and Corollary 3.3, using a proof 
similar to that of Lemma 2.3. 1 
By changing three occurrences of “2” to “1 + Z’ in the parameters Dj, F,, 
and r,, it is possible to decrease the running time by a factor of (log n)’ -‘. 
3.1. Estimating the Edge Probability 
The algorithm described above requires advance knowledge of the value 
p in order to compute the parameters Di, Fi, and ri used in the STAGE 
ALGORITHM. Since we would like the algorithm to work for all values of 
p without this advance knowledge, we introduce the following device : given 
the graph, count the number B of edges incident on the first vertex. This 
first vertex is colored with an extra color to maintain independence of 
edges in the rest of the graph. If B< 2 log* n, we run the PARALLEL 
GREEDY COLORING algorithm on the rest of the graph. If B > 2 log’ n, 
we use p’ = B/(n - 1) as an estimate of p to compute the parameters D,, F,, 
and r, used in the PARALLEL COLORING algorithm. Intuitively, if B is 
small, p is likely to be small enough that the number of colors (and 
therefore successive stages) used by the PARALLEL GREEDY 
COLORING algorithm is small. If B is large, then p is likely to be large 
enough that the Chernoff bound (Raghavan, 1986) gives us a good 
estimate p’ for p. The estimator p’ figures (indirectly, through the estimates 
of Dj, Fi, and TV) in two places in our proofs, Lemmata 3.1 and 3.2. It can 
be shown that both proofs hold with appropriate modifications. 
4. FINDING HAMILTONIAN CIRCUITS IN RANDOM GRAPHS 
Komlos and Szemeredi (1983) show that the random graph G, p almost 
surely has a Hamiltonian circuit if p > (1 + E) In n/n. Angluin and 
Valiant (1979) give a sequential algorithm that, in time O(n log’ n), almost 
surely produces a Hamiltonian circuit, provided that p > c’(log n)/n. 
Frieze (1987) gives a parallel algorithm that runs in time O(log2 n) on an 
EREW PRAM with n log n processors, but requires an edge probability 
p > f. In this section we give a parallel algorithm that almost surely finds a 
Hamiltonian circuit, provided that p > c(log n)/n. Our algorithm uses 
O(n log n) processors and runs in expected time O(log2 n). 
Assume that n is even. (The case of odd n is similar.) The Shamir-Upfal 
algorithm (1982) can be used to find a perfect matching, in time O(log2 n), 
using n processors, and examining O(log n) neighbors from the adjacency 
list of each vertex, with probability 1 - 0(1/n). (The Shamir-Upfal 
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algorithm assumes a uniform random adjacency list for each vertex. It uses 
c, log n phases. Each phase starts with a partial matching. Each unmatched 
vertex, with probability about t, serves as a root for a binary tree, each of 
whose root-to-leaf paths is an augmenting path. Derive from each tree an 
augmenting path, and use it to augment the matching. The analysis shows 
that the number of unmatched vertices drops off geometrically until it 
reaches c? log II, and drops off arithmetically thereafter.) Run that 
algorithm twice, to find two independent random perfect matchings (see 
the “Caveat” below). These two matchings together describe a set of vertex- 
disjoint cycles that span the n vertices. (If the two matchings share an edge, 
one “cycle” will in fact consist of a single edge.) By an analysis similar to 
(Feller, 1968, Section X.6, p. 257), the expected number of such cycles is 
(In n)/2 + 0( 1 ), and the standard deviation is O(log’12n), so that almost 
surely there are fewer than Inn cycles, by Chebyshev’s inequality 
(Billingsley, 1979 ). 
(Cauecrt. The Shamir-Upfal algorithm assumes a uniform random 
adjacency list for each vertex. If we excluded from the second matching 
those edges examined in creating the first matching, we would be introduc- 
ing a slight dependency between the two matchings, which would make the 
analysis stickier. We remedy this: for each edge examined during the first 
matching, with a low probability we add it back to the adjacency list for 
reuse during the second matching, and with complementary probability we 
remove it from consideration for the second matching. Thus the adjacency 
lists for use in the second matching are independent from those examined 
in the first matching. This idea is due to Karp; see (Chvatal, 1985)) 
We now attempt to unite these cycles into a single cycle. We combine 
ideas of Angluin and Valiant (extension and rotation) and Shamir and 
Upfal (growing a tree full of augmenting paths in parallel). 
Our algorithm proceeds in stages. During each stage we will attempt to 
combine at least two cycles into a single cycle, thus reducing the number of 
cycles by at least one. We show that each stage has a constant success 
probability. ,Thus in O(log n) stages we will (with high probability) com- 
bine all the cycles into a single Hamiltonian circuit. 
In time O(log n) we orient and number the cycles, so that the vertices on 
cycle Ci are labelled ( (i, j), 0 d i < 1 C,l 1, with vertices (i, j) and (i + 1, j) 
adjacent in C,. (This is done by path doubling from each vertex u, keeping 
track of the minimum-numbered vertex and its distance from u. A vertex is 
labelled (0, j) when it encounters itself as the minimum-numbered vertex.) 
The cycles are united via a sequence of edges, called a “linking path,” In 
the spirit of Angluin and Valiant, a linking path might be found sequen- 
tially as follows: An edge (u,, wO) on a smallest cycle is broken, and u0 
makes a “proposal” (an edge) to a vertex ~1, on its adjacency list. This ver- 
tex \r, breaks one of its two previously existing edges (the choice to be 
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described below). The other endpoint u, of the broken edge “proposes” to a 
new vertex ~1~. This continues until utO receives a proposal, at which time a 
cycle is completed. The new cycle contains all the vertices of all the cycles 
containing any u,. If any of these vertices was outside the original cycle, we 
have decreased the total number of cycles. (The choice of u, from the 
neighbors of LV, depends on the orientation of the cycle and the location of 
the previous o,, H‘,, and can be easily computed from this data. The 
criterion is that breaking this edge should not disconnect the set of vertices 
in all the cycles containing any 0,. In fact this set is now a path, whose 
endpoints are IVY and oi; if M’, is on the path from u‘” to ~1, i, then the edge 
to break is the first one on the subpath from MI, to I!, ]. For each vertex on 
the frontier of the tree, we use a number of processors equal to the length 
of the “linking path” to keep track of the intervals along the path from u’~ 
to c,, each interval being a subinterval of one of the original cycles. In 
constant time we can find the new vertex NJ!, if it is in one of these cycles 
and reverse the path from that point onward.) 
As described, this procedure will take expected linear time to return to 
~3~. To remedy this, we grow several such paths in parallel, organized as a 
binary tree rooted at uO, in a manner reminiscent of Shamir and Upfal 
(1982). (The “edges” of this tree correspond to two-edge paths in G,,,P, one 
a proposal and one a broken edge.) 
Select a vertex u0 on a smallest cycle, and a neighbor wO. Define 
A, = r,= {zlO}. At the beginning of phase i we have a collection Ai of 
“active” vertices, being the frontier of a tree T,, A,= Ti- T, , Each vertex 
11, in A, makes MO proposals to vertices M’~, and ulJZ in its adjacency list. 
Each of these two vertices PV~ chooses a neighbor vJ, with the choice of 
neighbor uJ being made as above, but taking into account only the edges 
(L)K, )t’J made and ()L’~., u,) broken along the current branch of the binary 
tree. 
Those vertices vJ which have not appeared as a vK at a previous phase 
(a higher level of the tree) form the new “active set” A, + , , and we induc- 
tively define Tj+ , = Ai+, u T,. We call vJ a child of u, in the tree. If uJ was 
already in T, then the proposal (u,, ~1~) is rejected (except in the special 
case M’~ = M’~); or if several different branches of the tree propose to uJ, it 
accepts one of the proposals at random and rejects the others. When 
proposals are rejected the corresponding branches are terminated. If the 
proposal is accepted, the edge (M,~, t:J) is “broken” (relative to the current 
branch of the tree). 
A phase is deemed successful if 1 T, + ,I 2 1.5 I TJ. The stage is halted if a 
phase is unsuccessful, or if u’,, = MI, for some I. 
LEMMA 4.1. A phase will he successful with probability 1 - 0( l/n) as 
long as I T,l < c, n ,jbr some constant c, 
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Proof: The cases i < 3 are easy. For i > 3, assume the previous stages 
were successful, whence a G IA ;I > 2. Then 
The phase will succeed if, among the 2a proposals, at most 0% are 
rejected, since then 
A given proposal will be rejected if uJ E T,, or if uJ = uJ’ and vJ. (another 
proposal made in this phase) was the one accepted in the random selection. 
Thus the probability of a given proposal being rejected is at most 
The number of patterns of rejected versus successful proposals, with more 
than 0.5~ rejections, is 
,&, (:“> ‘,Fo (3 = 22u. 
The probability of each such failing pattern (j > 0%) is less than 
so the probability of failure of a given phase is less than 
When a = 2 this bound is 128/n, and the bound decreases as a increases to 
n/64e. (In fact the bound remains 0(1/n) for 2 <a<n/65.) 1 
By Lemma 4.1, with probability 1 - O((log n)/n) we will have achieved 
I T, + , I > C, n before any unsuccessful phase. So with probability at least 
we will have included u’. among the LV,, and thus have found a linking 
path. 
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LEMMA 4.2. With probability 1 - O(n I;‘), a linking path generated as 
described above contains vertices outside the original cycle, thus decreasing 
the number qf‘ cycles. 
Proof 
first nil’ 
For a given phase, the probability that )I’,, appears among the 
successful proposals is at most n ‘I’. Thus the conditional 
probability that a linking path is found while / 7’,[ < n’#“, given that a 
linking path is found, is at most (n ““)/(c, -o(l))= O(n ‘I’)~ In the 
complementary case, 
t2”2< lTil <2’-t2’ ‘+ ... +2”<2x2’. 
Then i> log(in’/‘) = + log n - 1. This is a lower bound for the length of the 
linking path. The probability that each interior vertex of that linking path 
remains in the smallest cycle (which is of size at most n/2) is at most 
(4)W2aw 2’=dn 12. , 
In summary, with constant probability a given stage reduces the number 
of cycles in our decomposition. Thus by running c2 log n stages we will 
almost surely reduce the number of cycles to 1, finding a Hamiltonian cir- 
cuit. During each stage, each vertex had to make at most two proposals, so 
that an adjacency list of cj log n for each vertex suffices to complete the 
algorithm. This condition is guaranteed almost surely if p > c,(log n)/n. 
Thus : 
THEOREM 4.3. The algorithm almost sure@ finds a Hamiltonian circuit in 
G,, p (provided p > c(log n)/n), using O(n log n) processors and expected time 
O(log2 n). 
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